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FOCUS
Will increased stock of electric vehicles (EVs) and charging behavior threaten
the stability of the North American power grid?
KEY POINTS
• While some speculate residential EV charging will destroy the grid, we think there won’t be
a significant impact until 2035 at the current rate of EV adoption.
• A typical neighborhood could require transformer upgrades with as little as 10% EV stock
if owners use simple chargers with no timing features and all charge at the same time.
• Residential charging policies will play a critical role in ensuring EV adoption doesn’t create
grid reliability issues.
• Most neighborhoods won’t require any upgrades until at least 70% EV adoption, assuming
policy is put in place to ensure smart chargers are used.
• Household charging demand could naturally balance wind generation at night, when it’s
least needed.
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Since some speculate that EV charging could overload the electrical grid, this report focuses on
understanding the distribution grid impacts EV charging will have as adoption increases. This is
done by analyzing the effects of charging behavior on a household’s electrical demand profile.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics, the average American household owns two
vehicles and the average daily driving distance is 30 miles (Figure 1). For this report we assume each
household owns two EVs, each requiring 6.9 kWh every day to replenish the charge used during the
daily commute.
FIGURE 1 | U.S. Distribution of Neighborhood Transformers
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To calculate the worst-case load scenario, we analyze the months with the highest average
temperature in a calendar year. Typically, electricity consumption peaks in summer months because
of air-conditioning load (Figure 2). We consider a typical residential distribution network where the
limiting component is the transformer. We assume a cluster of 20 houses with a unit power factor
that is served by a single-phase pad-mounted 100 kVA transformer. The EV charger considered in this
study is the Tesla Wall Connector model charger, recommended by Tesla for home charging use.
FIGURE 2 | Hourly Household Electricity Consumption With Varying Temperatures
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The base case shown in Figure 3 represents the typical load profile for a single-family detached
house during summer months in the U.S. This represents the hourly electricity consumption before
the addition of an electric car. To analyze the impacts EV charging brings to the distribution network,
three different charging behaviors by EV users are compared.
• Worst-Case Scenario: We assume EV owners have negligible battery management and perform
charging during daily peak electricity consumption hours. Peak usage occurs around the time
most people return home from work (i.e., 6 p.m.). It is also assumed that the EV chargers are set
to fast charging mode, meaning that the maximum power will be drawn until the battery is
completely charged.
• Battery Management Scenario: Vehicles are also set to charge during peak consumption hours.
However, in this case we assume the battery does not need to be charged as soon as possible
and split the total output of the EV charger over six hours, reducing the maximum power drawn
at any given hour.
• Smart Charging: This scenario implements the concept of delayed charging, meaning charging
is postponed until regular household electricity consumption is lower. Battery management
principles are also applied as the charging is set to complete over a six-hour window.
Figure 3 shows the impact a single EV would have on the load profile for each charging scenario.
Charging up the battery as soon as plugged in would almost double the peak consumption, while
extending the charging time would only increase the peak load by 22%. Furthermore, extending and
delaying the charging time would reduce that peak increase to only 8%.
FIGURE 3 | Household Daily Load Profile Scenarios
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At 12% EV stock, the transformer capacity of a typical neighborhood would be exceeded, resulting in
an immediate impact and urgent need to upgrade its infrastructure. This situation is highly unlikely
to occur as most modern EV charging models default to extended charging over six to eight hours,
depending on a user’s settings. A 12% stock in the typical neighborhood means that four of the 20
houses have one EV; this level of EV adoption already exists in some parts of the country without
significantly impacting the distribution network.
The extended charging scenario would become problematic at a 40% EV stock, meaning
that 16 cars in this 20-house neighbourhood are fully electric and charging at coincident hours.
The smart charging scenario has the smallest impact to the grid and is the most supportive for
EV adoption. A typical neighbourhood’s peak load is not increased until EV stock surpasses 35%,
since charging occurs outside of peak hours. EV adoption with smart charging would only become
problematic when reaching 75% EV stock, which means every house has one EV, half have two and
all charge at coincident hours.
From the data we can see that the addition of EV charging into the grid could result in capacity issues
for residential households. However, the impacts of EV charging can be significantly reduced by
implementing smart charging principles (Figure 4).
We believe it makes economic sense to implement smart charging mandates to avoid massive
capital requirements to upgrade the distribution network to accommodate unnecessary fast
charging behavior.
FIGURE 4 | Neighborhood Power Demand Scenarios at Varying EV Penetration Rates
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Although the results show that distribution networks at their current state could struggle to
accommodate EV adoption, the issue is still far in the horizon. We can see in Figure 5, extracted
from Enverus’ latest Oil Demand Update, the forecast of the percentage share of EVs on the road
in different regions of the world. We predict that sanctions on Russia will affect the nickel market
globally, increasing battery prices and slowing down the EV adoption. The chart shows EV penetration
in the U.S. won’t surpass 15% until 2031 and EV stock won’t reach 30% until 2035. Therefore, we
believe it is highly unlikely that capacity concerns regarding EV charging will prove to be a significant
issue in the near future.
FIGURE 5 | Forecast Stock of EVs
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Wind and solar generation are at the forefront of the energy transition. A major challenge with wind
generation is excess energy production during the night when demand is low, which leads to clean
energy curtailments. Implementing smart EV charging could be an effective way to utilize some of this
excess renewable energy.
Figure 6 compares the average wind generation profile in the U.S. with the typical household demand
profile at no, one and two EVs per household, assuming a smart charging policy is in place. Increased
wind generation at night is partially offset by the demand for EV charging, allowing for a higher mix of
wind generation without the need for storage or curtailments.

Household Demand (kw)

FIGURE 6 | Hourly Wind Generation Profile and Household Demand Profile
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